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1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
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b
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Lemmatisation is the process of finding the normalised
forms of wordforms as they appear in text. It is a useful
pre-processing step for a large number of language engineering tasks, and especially important for languages
with rich inflection morphology. This paper presents a
machine learning approach to automated word lemmatisation using a Ripple Down Rule learning algorithm,
specially adapted to this task. By focusing on word suffixes, the induced Ripple Down Rules determine which
wordform suffix should be removed and/or added to
generate the lemma. The rules, induced from a lexicon
of lemmatised Slovene words, were evaluated by crossvalidation in the lexicon and on a hand-validated annotated corpus, and compared to previous work using
two other inductive lemmatisers, ATRIS and CLOG.
We show that RDR outperforms ATRIS and is more
flexible than CLOG, as it can, unlike CLOG, also work
without prior part-of-speech tagging. The RDR lemmatiser is easy to train and use for new languages and
is, together with CLOG, available via a Web service.
Keywords: Ripple Down Rules, lemmatisation, machine learning, Slovene language

1. Introduction
Lemmatisation is the process of finding normalised forms of words, called lemmas, which correspond to headwords in a dictionary. For example, the lemma of the wordform dogs is dog, of
wolves is wolf, of sheep is sheep, and of living is
live. Lemmatisation thus abstracts away from the
inflectional variations of words and is, as such, an
important pre-processing step on texts. On the one
hand, it reduces the representation space for appliAI Communications
ISSN 0921-7126, IOS Press. All rights reserved

cations of text mining and human language technologies; on the other, it helps people search texts
and corpora with words in their standard form.
The paper presents the problem of lemmatisation of words from Slovene free text and explains
why the RDR learning approach is appropriate for
the task. We show that by learning from a lexicon
of lemmatised Slovene words, the approach results
in high precision easy to understand RDR rules.
Section 2 puts the problem of lemmatisation in
the wider context of natural language processing
and machine learning. Section 3 reviews related
work on machine learning of lemmatisation, and
Section 4 explains why Ripple Down Rules are
appropriate for solving this problem, followed by
the presentation of the proposed approach in Section 5. Sections 6 and 7 report on tests on our
approach in two experiments and compare the results to those achieved by two other lemmatisation learners, ATRIS and CLOG. Section 8 introduces the web interface which allows on-line lemmatisation of Slovene texts. The paper concludes
by presenting plans for further work.

2. Lemmatisation in context
We first introduce the notion of the wordform,
which is the (inflected) form of the word as it
appears in running text, e.g., wolves in the sentence The sheep was eaten by wolves. This wordform can be morphologically analyzed into its stem
wolf- and ending -s. As evident from the example,
phonological and morphological factors can influence how the abstract stem and ending are combined to arrive at the wordform. These factors are
especially complex in languages with heavy inflection, such as Slovene and other Slavic languages,
where stems can combine with many different endings, in a many-to-many relation, and the selection of the appropriate ending for a given stem and
how they combine into the wordform can depend
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on a whole range of factors, from phonological to
semantic.
In order to abstract away from the variability
of wordforms, two methods are used. The first,
so called stemming is popular in Information Extraction and Retrieval, and, essentially, tries to reduce the wordform to an invariant stem that semantically identifies it; this method often collapses
different word-classes (parts-of-speech) and does
not, in general, produce a surface form. So, for example, the wordforms computes, computing, computed should be most likely stemmed to comput.
The second method is lemmatisation, which aims
at transforming a wordform to get its canonical
form, the lemma, where the canonical form is one
particular wordform from an inflectional paradigm
that, by convention, serves to identify an abstract
word. This distinction is not so important in English, where the stem is typically identical to the
lemma, but is much more obvious in Slovene; for
example, the wordform ovce (genitive of sheep) has
as its stem ovc-, while the lemma form, by convention the nominative singular, is ovca. As opposed to stemming, lemmatisation is more selective (a single stem can have more than one lemma,
e.g., verbal and nominal) and results in an intuitively understandable form of the word. It is also
more difficult: not only does the word ending need
to be removed from the stem, but the correct ending corresponding to the lemma form needs to be
added.
Lemmatisation is also faced with the problem
of ambiguity: a wordform, and especially that of
an unknown word can have multiple possible lemmas. So, for example, the wordform hotela can be
lemmatised as hotel (the noun hotel ), or hoteti
(the verb to want). Which is the correct lemma
depends on the context that the wordform appears in. The task of morphosyntactic disambiguation (i.e., determining if a certain wordform in the
text is a noun or a verb, and, typically, also its
other inflectional properties) is the domain of partof-speech taggers, or, more accurately, morphosyntactic taggers. By using the information provided by such a tagger a lemmatiser is in a much
better position to correctly predict the lemma
form. However, as will be seen, even without such
information, a lemmatiser can still function, although with a lower precision.
Rules in grammars of natural languages typically obey the Elsewhere condition [12], which

states that in cases where more than one rule is
applicable, the most specific should apply. In other
words, rules for, say, lemmatisation need to be ordered, with exceptions coming first, followed by
more general rules.
Traditionally, such rules, together with extensive morphological lexica incorporating inflectional
information (e.g., that a particular stem should
be inflected according to a certain paradigm) were
hand-coded, and various methods (typically finite
state automata or transducers) were used to compress the resulting language model. High-coverage,
precise and fast morphological analysers (which, as
a side-effect, could also produce lemmas of wordforms) have been developed for a number of languages, to the extent that lemmatisation was often
taken as a solved problem. However, such systems,
in common with other hand-crafted approaches,
have several shortcomings:
– They do not do well on out-of-vocabulary
words: information associated with a lemma is
crucial for predicting which wordforms should
be lemmatised to it.
– They are expensive to construct: there are still
languages without such infrastructure, and
developing a large morphological lexicon and
rule set is a long-term and labour intensive
undertaking, and only experts can do it.
– They are difficult to adapt: while such systems
do well on standard modern day languages for
which they were developed, they degrade considerably when faced with language varieties,
such as historical language, informal language
of e-mails, etc.
– They are difficult to acquire and install: the
lexicon and rules work with dedicated software, which is often not available to others,
or only for a price, and typically imposes requirements on the client platform.
These are mostly the reasons why machine
learning approaches to morphological analysis and
lemmatisation became, and still are, the subject of
research: they are robust and can handle out-ofvocabulary words; they can be (re)trained on small
amounts of data, and these datasets are easier to
construct than complicated rule sets; and it is easier and cheaper to acquire training datasets than
software. For example, a researcher in multilingual language processing needing the functionality
of lemmatisation can acquire lexica for many lan-
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guages via the European Language Resources Association ELRA or the U.S. based Linguistic Data
Consortium LDC, train the learner on them, and
use the resulting lemmatisers. It would be much
more difficult to acquire, install and integrate the
equivalent number of proprietary lemmatisers. Of
course, if no training resources exist for a language,
then the development of such resources is still a
large undertaking, which could timewise be as demanding as the manual development of rules. However, the task is typically much simpler and can be
performed even by non-linguists.

3. Related work
A lot of work has been carried out in word lemmatisation and the related task of stemming, particularly for English. Traditionally this involved
hand-crafted rules, as is e.g., the case with the wellknown Porter stemmer [20]. On the other hand,
automatic lemmatization was, among other tasks,
addressed in [25], where the main idea is to use existing text analysis tools for English, apply them
to bilingual text corpora and project their output onto the second language. This approach does
not require any hand-annotated training data in
the given language; it was tested on French, Chinese, Czech and Spanish. A data-driven contextsensitive approach to lemmatization in running
text was proposed in [2]. The approach is based
on computing the so called shortest edit script between the wordform and its lemma strings. It was
tested on a range of typologically different natural
languages, for example Polish (as Slovene, a Slavic,
hence highly inflecting language), where it achieves
an 81.7% precision (at 77.5% recall) in lemmatising unknown words. Another approach [19], interesting as it deals with Bulgarian (also a Slavic language, although significantly less inflecting), simply orders suffix removal rules by frequency in the
training set, to arrive at a stemmer; they report
an accuracy of 78.8% over a lexicon.
3.1. Machine learning on related tasks
One of the early relational learning approaches
is FOIDL [17], which induces first-order decision
lists using Inductive Logic Programming. Relational learning of decision lists was applied to the
problem of learning English past tense [18]. Other
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approaches [13] have used decision trees and neural networks in order to predict separate letters of
the transformed word based on the letters in the
past tense form of the word. There are several machine learning approaches addressing related tasks
of learning the morphological structure. For instance, Van den Bosch and Daelemans [24] propose using memory based classification to perform
morphological analysis of Dutch words. Another
related approach to a more general task of using
machine learning to perform morphological analysis is proposed in [23], where words are mapped to
trees representing their morphological structure.
A memory based approach was proposed in [3] to
handle English past tense, Arabic broken plurals as
well as German and one particular form of Slovene
nouns.
3.2. Machine learning for lemmatisation
In this paper we use the RDR learning approach
to the lemmatization of arbitrary text, and evaluate it on the Slovene language. Closely related
work on lemmatisation includes two approaches,
the first using co-training with if-then rules and
Naive Bayes, and the second using first-order decision lists applicable to some types of words. The
first approach, proposed in [16], uses co-training
combining if-then rules constructed by the ATRIS
rule learner [15] and Naive Bayes for text classification. In our comparisons we consider only the part
of this approach using if-then rules. The second approach uses first-order decision list learner CLOG
[14], and is described and evaluated in [9,6,10] and
relies on having information from a part-of-speech
tagger; this allows it to attain a higher accuracy,
but note that such a tagger is not, in general, available for all languages.

4. The proposed RDR learning approach
The approach to word lemmatisation presented
in this paper relies on a Ripple Down Rule (RDR)
learning algorithm [5,22] which has been adapted
to the task of lemmatisation. Similarly to FOIDL,
CLOG and ATRIS, the training set for the learner
is a lexicon of pairs (wordform,lemma). By focusing on invariant portions of the word, the induced
RDR rules determine which word suffix should be
removed and/or added to get the lemma of a word-
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form. It should be noted that the invariant portion
of the word can be empty, which caters for cases
of total suppletion, such as is/be; the suffix to be
removed simply spans the complete word.
Once the lemmatisation rules have been learned,
the rules can be used as a lemmatiser for known
words (the words used by the learner for training), as well as unknown words (out-of-vocabulary
words, not used in training the lemmatiser). The
rules will typically be applied to word tokens in
free text, after the text has been transformed into
a list of word tokens by a tokeniser, and these, possibly, tagged by a part-of-speech tagger. The algorithm is not biased to Slovene; given an appropriate training set it can be applied without modifications to other inflectional languages.
4.1. Format of the training set
In our approach to learning Ripple Down Rules
(RDR), a training set for word lemmatisation consists of wordforms, described by their suffixes (the
attributes) and the transformation (the class) to
be applied to the wordform suffix in order to get
the lemmma. Examples of Slovene words with their
attribute representation, and transformations are
presented in Table 1.
Attributes. In standard machine learning settings, the training examples are described by a
fixed set of attributes. E.g., in the learning setting of ATRIS used in previous work, the suffix
length was limited to five attributes regardless of
the word length. On the other hand, in the RDR
learning setting, as the wordforms have different
lengths, they are described by a variable number
of attributes Ai ∈ [A1 , . . . , An ] which correspond
to word suffixes of i letters, where the number of
attributes depends on the word length n. In Table 1, attribute A1 corresponds to the last character, attribute A2 to the last two characters, etc.
Classes. As proposed in the ATRIS lemmatization learner [16], each wordform in the training
set is labelled by a class label that represents the
transformation that should be applied to get the
lemma of the wordform. To determine the class,
the ‘stem’ of the wordform should be found first.
Notice that this is not necessary the same stem
as the morphological stem or that one obtained
by applying a stemmer to the wordform. Here,
by a stem we simply mean the invariant part of
the word, i.e., the part that the wordform and

Table 1
Training examples with class labels corresponding to suffix
transformations.
A1
A2
A3
. . . Classes
Examples LastCh 2LastCh 3LastCh . . . s1 → s2
breskev
breskvah
breskvam

v
h
m

ev
ah
am

kev
vah
vam

...
->
. . . vah->ev
. . . vam->ev

breskvama
breskvami
verzija

a
i
a

ma
mi
ja

ama
ami
ija

. . . vama->ev
. . . vami->ev
->
...

verzij
verzijah

j
h

ij
ah

zij
jah

...
...

->a
h->

...

...

...

...

...

...

lemma have in common. The wordforms property
and properties have both the stem propert in common. Or in Slovene, the wordforms breskev and
breskvah have bresk in common; in lemmatisation
we should remove the suffix vah from breskvah and
add the suffix ev to get the lemma breskev. Thus,
the transformation (the class) in the form s1->s2
corresponds to a mapping s1 → s2, where s1 is the
suffix of the wordform and s2 is the suffix of the
lemma; e.g., in Table 1 class label vah->ev is assigned to the wordform breskvah, while class label
-> means that the wordform does not change.
4.2. The Ripple Down Rules representation
The Ripple Down Rules (RDR) [5,22] were initially used for knowledge acquisition and maintenance of rule-based systems. In comparison with
the standard if-then classification rules Ripple
Down Rules (RDR) resemble decision lists [21] of
the form if-then-else: new RDR rules are added
by creating except or else branches to the existing
rules. Take a simple Ripple Down Rule for verb
lemmatisation:
if 2LastCh = ed then class = ed->
except if 3LastCh = ied then class = ied->y

The rule states that one should remove the suffix ed and add an empty suffix to get the lemma
unless there is an i before ed, in which case we
should remove the suffix ied and add the suffix
y. This rule would, for instance, correctly generate the lemma of wordforms walked (walk) and
classified (classify).
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if m then m->ti because of zadolzim
except
if am then m->_ because of verzijam
except
if sam then m->ti because of raznasam
else if jam then m->_ because of stojam
else if cam then m->_ because of dvojicam
else if kam then m->_ because of strankam
end except
else if om then om->_ because of teroristom
except
if kom then kom->ek because of izdelkom
end except
else if im then im->_ because of zagotovljenim
except
if tnim then nim->en because of prisotnim
end except
else if em then em->_ because of premesanem
except
if tnem then nem->en because of prisotnem
else if jem then jem->eti because of zamrjem
end except
end except

Fig. 1. Induced RDRs for words ending with letter m. Notice
that in a RDR the ordering of examples (shown one by one
to the RDR learner) is important, thus the same class can
repeat several times, e.g., m->ti in this example rules.

An additional feature of RDR rules, compared
to decision lists, is that exceptions that have created an except or else branch are added to the
branch with a because of keyword, in order to explain the reason for the creation of the new rule.
This feature of Ripple Down Rules turns out to be
extremely helpful to achieve a better understanding of the complex rules. E.g., if the above listed
rule were induced from training examples walked
and classified, the rule is as follows:
if ed then ed-> because of walked
except if ied then ied->y because of classified

As can be seen in Figure 1 (in which RDRs are
simplified so that attribute names and class are
omitted), the because of construct of Ripple Down
Rules has a good explanatory potential, especially
in the case of complex rules. Explicit listing of
exceptions (enclosed in an except block) enables
the interpretation of induced RDR rules as grammatical rules, potentially interesting for linguists,
who can check the induced rules for grammatical
consistency and completeness with respect to the
grammar of the language for which the rules have
been induced.
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rules on each wordform to be lemmatised and if a
rule fires, its conclusion (class) is the transformation to apply to get the lemma of the wordform.
This means that for using the rules on free text,
one must first convert it with a tokeniser into a
list of words and present them one by one to the
induced RDR rule-set.

5. Learning Ripple Down Rules for word
lemmatisation
As opposed to standard if-then classification
rules, induced using the covering algorithm for rule
set construction, such as the well-known CN2 algorithm [4] and the ATRIS algorithm [15] (used
previously for Slovene word lemmatisation), Ripple Down Rules are learned by creating exceptions
to existing rules. If a rule fires but produces an
incorrect conclusion then an except branch of the
rule is created. If no rule fires then an else branch
of the rule is created. Consequently, rule changes
are confined to the context of the rule and will not
affect other rules.
Our approach adapts a standard RDR algorithm
by incorporating numerous features, specific to the
problem of word lemmatisation. The result is a set
of rules that can be interpreted as a decision tree.
The depth of the tree depends on the complexity
of differentiating between the different wordforms
in the training set.
5.1. Rule set construction algorithm
In creating Ripple Down Rules all the examples
are presented, one by one, to the following RDR
induction algorithm:
if rule fires then
if correct conclusion then
Do not add an exception.
else if incorrect conclusion then
Find differences with the example that
induced the rule.
Create an exception to the rule that fired.
else
create a new rule with an else if branch

4.3. Using the RDR set for lemmatisation
The result of rule induction is an RDR set that
can be used to lemmatise words. We apply the

To create an exception to a rule, the algorithm first recovers the wordform that induced
the rule that fired. Then the differences between
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the two wordforms are calculated. The conditions
of the exception rule correspond to these differences. Suppose that the algorithm has by now constructed the following rule:
if a then -> because of mina
else if vah then vah->ev because of breskvah

which would result in lemmatised forms mina and
breskev, and that new wordform breskvama is
presented to the algorithm that needs to be lemmatised into breskev as well, then a new rule (exception) will be added:
if a then -> because of mina
except if vama then vama->ev because of breskvama
else if vah then vah->ev because of breskvah

In the above rule, breskvama needs to be distinguished from mina. In general, the system tries to
form the rule condition using the shortest suffix
distinguishing the wordform from the general case
(e.g., suffix ma for the wordform breskvama to distinguish it from mina). However, the suffix needs
to be at least as long as the suffix of the class determining the transformation (e.g., ma is insufficient,
the only alternatives considered are vama, kvama,
... as the class is vama->ev).

first rule. But postavitev is now also covered by
this exception as it has the suffix tev. Therefore
if postavitev occurs as a test case, the classifier
returns the wrong class ( ->a instead of -> ).
A solution to this problem is to keep all the
wordforms covered by the rule as in [11]. Therefore, for each new rule, a list of all covered cases is
kept. So that when an exception is added, the conditions are chosen so that they exclude the cases
covered by previous rules and exceptions. In our
example we now have to use htev as a condition
instead of tev in order to differentiate the examples covered by the new rule (zahtev) from the
examples covered by the previous rule (breskev,
postavitev).
The improved RDR learner will generate the following example rule, assigning the correct class for
the word postavitev.
if v then -> because of [breskev, postavitev]
except if htev then ->a because of [zahtev]

We have also tried another way of improving
rule construction through feeding the constructed
set of rules (together with the original examples)
back to the system for revision. This improved the
performance of the system but not as much as
keeping all the words covered by the rule; therefore, these results are not reported in the paper.

5.2. Improved RDR construction algorithm
In initial studies of RDR [5], only a single case
was stored with each rule. The rule had to distinguish between the new case and the case associated with the rule that gave the wrong conclusion.
But with this original algorithm, some cases which
were first correctly classified became wrong after adding an exception which erroneously covered
the previous cases. E.g., if the training data contained words breskev, postavitev and zahtev
(with lemmas breskev, postavitev and zahteva)
the system would fail to predict the correct class
for postavitev given the following rule:
if v then -> because of breskev
except if tev then ->a because of zahtev

During the training, breskev has created the
first rule, postavitev has not created a new rule
because the first rule fired with the correct conclusion and zahtev has created an exception to the

6. Experiments on samples of the
MULTEXT-East lexicon
In this section we first introduce the lexicon which was used for training the RDRs and,
for RDRs learned from samples with different
set sizes, evaluate their performance with crossvalidation. We also compare the RDR results to
the results achieved in previous work [16].
6.1. The Slovene MULTEXT-East lexicon
MULTEXT-East [7] are freely available multilingual language resources for language engineering research, focusing on the morphosyntactic level
of language analysis: they contain morphosyntactic specifications, defining the features that describe word-level syntactic annotations; medium
scale morphosyntactic lexica; a small parallel corpus (Orwell’s novel “1984”, cca 100,000 words),
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naženimo
naženita
naženite
naženiva
ne
ne
neambiciozen
neambiciozen
neambiciozna
neambiciozna

nagnati
nagnati
nagnati
nagnati
ne
ne
neambiciozen
neambiciozen
neambiciozen
neambiciozen

Vmmp1p
Vmmp2d
Vmmp2p
Vmmp1d
Ccs
Q
Afpmsnn
Afpmsan-n
Afpfsn
Afpmda

Fig. 2. The MULTEXT-East lexicon format.

hand annotated with morphosyntactic descriptions and lemmas, and a comparable corpus (2 ×
100, 000 words; newspapers and a novel).
The MULTEXT-East morphosyntactic lexicons
have a simple structure, where each lexical entry
is composed of three fields:
1. the wordform, which is the inflected form of
the word, as it appears in the text, except for
sentence-initial capitalisation;
2. the lemma, i.e., the base-form of the word;
and
3. the MSD, i.e., the morphosyntactic description, a feature-structure giving the part-ofspeech and other morphosyntactic attributes
of the wordform.
Figure 2 illustrates the format of the lexicon, by
giving the last part of the paradigm for Slovene
verb nagnati (to dismiss somebody), the function
word ne (no), and the start of the paradigm for the
adjective neambiciozen (unambitious). The MSDs
are represented as compact strings, with positionally coded attribute values. So, for example, the
MSD Afpmsan-n expands to Category = Adjective, Type = qualificative, Degree = positive, Gender = masculine, Number = singular, Case = accusative, Definiteness = not appropriate for combination, Animacy = no.
The Slovene lexicon, the basis for our experiments, contains the complete inflectional paradigms
of the lemmas present in the 300,000 word corpus,
i.e., 557,970 entries with 198,507 different wordforms, 16,510 different lemmas, and 2,083 different
MSDs.
6.2. Experimental setting
We have performed two different experiments
aimed at providing a comparison with if-then
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Table 2
Classification accuracy computed as the average in 5-fold
cross-validation on 5720 examples.
Learner

Original data Sequential modeling

ATRIS

62.6% ±0.07

72.8% ±0.7

RDR

77.0% ±0.6

77.0% ±0.6

rules induced by the ATRIS rule induction algorithm [15,16]. We took the same data as used
in [16], namely five datasets obtained by random
sampling of different sizes (160, 920, 1890, 3820,
5720) taken from the Slovene MULTEXT-East lexicon. These datasets include only the wordform
and lemma from the lexicon, i.e., they make no
use of the morphosyntactic information associated
with each entry.
For each of the five datasets we measured the
classification accuracy achieved in 5-fold crossvalidation.
6.3. Experiments on raw data samples
For this experiment, the training data was not
modified: the samples were presented to the algorithm in a random order. We can see (Figure 3)
that the variation in the performance is small, after having included more than 1890 examples into
the training set. For the same maximal number of
5,720 samples presented, on average RDR achieved
77.0% accuracy, while ATRIS achieved 62.6% (see
Table 2). We can attribute this improvement to
the fact that RDRs are executed by first testing of
exceptions (more specific rules) followed by more
general rules. The results indicate that RDR can
cover more examples with less training and get
better accuracy with fewer examples presented.
The improvement may be also attributed to the
construction of RDR keeping all the cases covered
by the rules in order to build reliable exceptions.
6.4. Experiments on data pre-processed with
sequential modelling
Results of previous work indicate that the best
accuracy of 72.8% was achieved with ATRIS when
using sequential modeling, described in [16]. In the
ATRIS sequential modeling approach, the training data was pre-processed by ordering all the examples (words) alphabetically according to their
ending letter (words ending with A first, then the
words ending with B, etc.). Thus, all the words
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<ab n="3452">
<seg lang="en">
<w ana="Dd" lemma="all">All</w>
<w ana="Ncnp" lemma="harbour">harbours</w>
<c>,</c>
<w ana="Ncnp" lemma="airport">airports</w>
<w ana="Cc-n" lemma="and">and</w>
<w ana="Ncns" lemma="border">border</w>
<w ana="Ncnp" lemma="station">stations</w>
</seg>
<seg lang="sl">
<w ana="Pg-npn----a" lemma="ves">Vsa</w>
<w ana="Ncnpn" lemma="pristanišče">pristanišča</w>
<c>,</c>
<w ana="Ncnpn" lemma="letališče">letališča</w>
<w ana="Ccs" lemma="in">in</w>
<w ana="Afpmpn" lemma="mejen">mejni</w>
<w ana="Ncmpn" lemma="prehod">prehodi</w>
</seg>
</ab>
Fig. 4. One translation unit from the SVEZ-IJS corpus.

Fig. 3. Results of 5-fold cross-validation, for each of the five
training sets.

ending with the same letter are grouped together.
As mentioned in [16], the effect is that instead
of dealing with all the training examples with
156 different class values in the MULTEXT-East
dataset, the problem is decomposed into independent subproblems, one for each ending letter, each
having between 1 and 40 class values (most of
the subproblems have less than 10 class values).
Using this data pre-processing, the accuracy of
ATRIS had significantly improved (72.8%) while
RDR learning resulted in exactly the same accuracy (77.0%) as without data pre-processing (see
Table 2 and Figure 3). The reason is that RDR
rules are induced in parallel for different conditions
(suffixes) which obviates the need for this kind of
pre-processing.

7. Experiments on the SVEZ-IJS corpus sample
This section presents the results of the experiment in which RDRs were learned from the entire
Slovene MULTEXT-East lexicon, and tested on a
sample from the SVEZ-IJS corpus [8,10], with the
intention of validating the lemmatiser as close as
possible to a real-life scenario, i.e. training on all
available data and measuring its accuracy on word
tokens in free text.

We first introduce the corpus testing set, and
then evaluate the performance of RDR, giving
special attention to unknown words. We evaluate
RDR in two settings, one using only wordforms as
input, and the other utilising also morphosyntactic
tags as assigned to wordforms by a tagger. Furthermore, we compare our results to those achieved on
the same training and testing dataset by CLOG
[10].
7.1. The corpus dataset
The SVEZ-IJS parallel English-Slovene corpus
[8] contains EU legal texts, the so called Acquis
Communautaire. This corpus, freely available for
research, contains 10 million words and was made
on the basis of the translation memory produced
by the Translation Department at SVEZ (the Office of the Slovene Government for European Affairs). The corpus was compiled from the parallel
English-Slovene translation units, where each such
unit consists of two segments, one in English and
one in Slovene, and typically contains one sentence
or a part of a sentence, e.g. an item in a list. Figure 4 gives a (slightly simplified) translation unit
from the corpus.
7.2. Experimental setting: The SVEZ-IJS
gold-standard used for testing
In previous work, the SVEZ-IJS corpus was automatically MSD tagged by TnT [1] and lemma-
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Table 3
Statistics on the SVEZ-IJS sample testing set.
n

Segments
Tokens
Punctuation
All words
“Pseudo” words
Dataset words
Known words
Unknown words

%

821
15,765
2,346
13,419
5,077
8,342

100.0%

6,126
2,216

73.4%
26.6%

tised with CLOG [14,9]; to train the tagging and
lemmatisation models, the Slovene lexicon and corpus of the MULTEXT-East project [7] were used.
More precisely, the lexicon was split into separate
training sets, one per MSD, and the lemmatiser
was trained on each one separately. When performing the lemmatisation, the lemmatiser uses the
tagger assigned MSD to first select the appropriate
model, and only then lemmatises the word.
To evaluate the tagging accuracy on the Slovene
portion of SVEZ-IJS, a sample of the corpus was
extracted containing 3 consecutive segments out of
every 1000 segments, giving 0.3% of the Slovene
part of the corpus. The tags and lemmas in the
sample were then manually checked and corrected
if needed, while preserving the automatically assigned annotations [10].
Table 3 gives the statistics over this dataset and
the subset that we used for testing the RDR performance. As shown in the table, the tokens are
divided into punctuation marks and words, and
the words into “pseudo words”, which are not appropriate for lemmatisation, and those that are,
and so constitute our test dataset. We further
divide the dataset into wordforms that occur in
the MULTEXT-East Slovene lexicon, i.e., known
wordforms which were in the training set of RDR
(and CLOG), and those that are unknown to the
learner.
The “pseudo words” were determined on the basis of their morphosyntactic descriptions, and contain the kinds of words that need not, or, in some
cases, should not be passed to a (Slovene) lemmatiser. In particular:
– Numeric expression: these constitute Arabic
and Roman numerals, formulas etc. and are
already recognised and flagged by the tokeniser.
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– Abbreviations: they do not inflect, and can be
identified on the basis of their capitalisation
and punctuation, e.g., “NASA”, “etc.”.
– Foreign words: they do not inflect or have
inflections which obey different rules from
Slovene. They need to be identified separately
and excluded from Slovene lemmatisation.
– Conjunctions, Prepositions, Particles: they
form a closed class of words and do not inflect.
– Pronouns: they form a closed class of words
and have very irregular inflections, so they are
standardly put in a stop-word list or full-form
lexicon.
We should stress that the exclusion of pseudowords from the sample was made in order to arrive at a controlled experimental setting, in which
the lemmatiser is evaluated only on open class
inflecting Slovene words. End-to-end applications
incorporating lemmatisation will, of course, need
to deal with identifying and excluding the above
listed classes of tokens from (Slovene) lemmatisation.
To conclude, our gold-standard corpus testing set for lemmatisation contains 8,342 Slovene
wordform tokens, in particular Nouns, Adjectives,
Verbs, Adverbs, and (spelled out) Numerals. Of
these 6,126 were already seen by the lemmatiser in
the training set, while 2,216, or just over a quarter, are unknown. The unknown words are mostly
nouns and adjectives, with a much smaller number
of verbs and adverbs. They are typically technical
terms and proper names; as these are less frequent
words, they are by and large also more inflectionally regular than the high-frequency known words.
The experiments were performed using two
training regimes, one using only wordforms as input, and the other utilising also morphosyntactic
tags as assigned to wordforms by a tagger.
7.3. Experiment using shallow knowledge
The first experiment assumes that the RDR
model has at its disposal only the wordform, and
that it was trained on the training set consisting simply of pairs (wordform,lemma) which is
the minimal requirement for a supervised training
regime. This setting is similar to the experiments
described in Section 5, but in this experiment the
complete MULTEXT-East lexicon of pairs (wordform, lemma) was used as the training set.
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Table 4

Table 5

Accuracies of baseline and shallow RDR.

Accuracies of TnT, CLOG+TnT, RDR+TnT.

Baseline

RDR

TnT

Errs

Acc

Errs

Acc

All
Known

6,679
5,105

19.9%
16.7%

754
485

91.0%
92.1%

All
Known

Unknown

1,574

29.0%

269

87.9%

Table 4 shows the absolute number of errors
(wrongly lemmatized words) and the accuracy on
the corpus dataset for two lemmatisers, the baseline and RDR, computed on all the words, and divided into known and unknown words. The baseline is a trivial lemmatiser which simply assigns the
wordform itself to the lemma. The baseline shows
poor results, as it correctly lemmatises only one
word in five overall, and one in three for unknown.
RDR does significantly better, with performance
overall at 91%, and just under 88% for unknown
words.
7.4. Experiments using morpho-syntactic
descriptions
The second experiment assumes that a partof-speech tagger (in our case TnT) first assigns
a morphosyntactic description to each word, and
the lemmatiser can use this additional information. In particular, the lexicon is split into separate
training sets, one per MSD, and the lemmatiser is
trained on each one separately. When performing
the lemmatisation, the lemmatiser uses the tagger assigned MSD to first select the appropriate
model, and only then lemmatises the word. This
was also the regime used in our previous work with
CLOG, so it is possible to directly compare the
results achieved by CLOG [10] to those of RDR.
Given that the test set contains hand validated
MSDs, the evaluation could have been performed
assuming perfect tags, showing errors that result
solely in the lemmatiser. However, we prefer a
more realistic scenario, so we used the MSDs actually output by the TnT tagger.
Table 5 gives the MSD accuracy of the TnT
tagger and the lemmatisation accuracies of CLOG
and RDR lemmatisation coupled with TnT output. As can be seen, the lemmatisation accuracies
are higher than those of the tagger: the lemmatisers, to a great extent, recover from tagging errors.
The reason for this is that many tagging errors do
not affect the accuracy of lemmatisation; for ex-

CLOG

RDR

Errs

Acc

Errs

Acc

Errs

Acc

1,112
549

86.7%
91.0%

198
55

97.6%
99.1%

236
78

97.2%
98.7%

Unknown 563

74.6%

143

93.5%

158

92.9%

ample, a very common type of mistake made by
the tagger is confusing accusative with genitive, or
vice versa, for masculine singular nouns or adjectives. However, these two MSDs always correspond
to the same surface form of the word - therefore the
lemmatiser will predict the same lemma in either
case.
The results of the CLOG lemmatiser, previously
reported in [10] show an overall accuracy of 97.6%,
which rises to 99.1% on known words. The high
score on known words is not really surprising, as
the CLOG learner (based on Inductive Logic Programming) always completely covers positive examples, i.e., it achieves 100% accuracy if tested directly against its training set; the 0.9% error rate
given in the table is due to mistakes in tagging.
Comparing RDR with CLOG shows that RDR
does somewhat worse, but mostly due to known
words, as RDR does not necessarily cover the
training examples. For unknown words it makes
just 15 more mistakes than CLOG, falling by only
0.6% absolute or 10% relative to CLOG. However,
the difference is statistically significant: according
to McNemar’s test, CLOG performs better than
RDR, with significance level 0.001 on known words
and 0.01 on unknown words.
7.5. Discussion
This section has presented an experiment and
contrastive evaluation of RDR lemmatisation on a
gold-standard dataset, which is meant to closely
mimic conditions when RDR is used in practice:
the lemmatiser is used on free text, but is given to
lemmatise only those words that can be inflected,
and are not function (closed-class) words. Two experiments were performed, which differ in the level
of supporting software they require; the first one
relies solely of the form of a word in text, making for an extremely knowledge-lean environment;
the only resource needed to train the lemmatiser
is a list of pairs (wordform, lemma), or a lemmatised corpus. The second experiment, where RDR
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is coupled with TnT, resulted in a much better accuracy, but presupposes a tagger – and to train the
tagger, a MSD hand annotated corpus is needed;
of course, the entries in training lexicon must also
be triplets (wordform, lemma, MSD). Such training sets are harder and more expensive to come
by: while manual lemmatisation is quite intuitive
and fast, MSD tagging is a significantly slower process, and the human annotators must have detailed
knowledge of the MSDs and how to apply them to
the text.
The comparison with CLOG showed that CLOG
slightly outperforms RDR; however, it should be
noted that RDR can be used both with a tagger or
without. CLOG, on the other hand, needs the tagger, as it always covers its training examples. And
when the MSDs are removed from the training lexicon, CLOG’s rules to always correctly predict its
lemmatisations become so specific that they stop
covering unknown words, defeating the whole exercise.

8. The lemmatisation Web service

We have developed an on-line lemmatisation service which implements the RDR and CLOG+TnT
lemmatisers. Both lemmatisation models have
been generated automatically by training the
learners from the MULTEXT-East lexicon.
Lemmatisation for Slovene texts is available via
the service at http://nl2.ijs.si/analyze/ , where the
text to be lemmatised should be copied into the
input window of the interface, the lemmatisation
activated, after which the lemmatised text is provided in the output window. The user can choose
between using the RDR (learned without TnT tagging) or the TnT+CLOG model. If RDR is selected, the text to lemmatise should be provided
in Slovene, while with CLOG the user can choose
between Slovene, English, Czech, Estonian, Hungarian, and Romanian.
Several output formats are supported in either
tabular or XML format. The user can choose between viewing the list of lemmas, the lemmatised
text, or MSD tagged and lemmatised text.
The system imposes no limits on the size of the
texts to be processed, except for http timeout.
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9. Summary and further work
This paper presented a machine learning approach to automated word lemmatisation using a
Ripple Down Rule learning algorithm, specially
adapted to this task. It introduces the RDR lemmatiser, evaluates it by cross-validation in a lexicon and on a gold-standard annotated corpus, and
compares it to previous results of two other inductive lemmatisers, ATRIS and CLOG. Using only
wordforms at input, RDR achieves an unknownword accuracy of 77.0% on the lexicon and 87.9%
on the corpus. If coupled with a part-of-speech tagger, the accuracy on the corpus rises to 92.9% for
unknown wordform tokens, and to 97.2% overall.
We show that RDR outperforms ATRIS as well as
having a simpler training regime, and is more flexible than CLOG, as it can, unlike CLOG, also work
without prior part-of-speech tagging. The RDR
lemmatiser is simple to train and use for new languages and is freely available via a Web service,
which enables remote lemmatisation of Slovene by
the RDR lemmatiser, and additional tagging and
lemmatisation of some other language texts by
TnT + CLOG.
The experiments show that RDR can be successfully used either directly with wordforms, or
its performance boosted by using a tagger. While
the former setting does have a greater error rate,
this might be the only option available for languages for which hand-annotated morphosyntactically annotated corpora are not available; this, to
our knowledge, currently includes also European
national languages such as Croatian and Slovak.
Our motivation for developing a trainable lemmatiser was two-fold. As opposed to complex morphological lexica and attendant software, a training dataset is much easier to obtain and is more
portable. The other advantage of a trainable lemmatiser is that it automatically deals with unknown words, a feature that is often not available with lemmatisers using hand-crafted rules.
This is a necessary requirement, as open texts will
show out-of-vocabulary words even when using the
largest lexica.
In further work we plan to train the RDR lemmatiser on new languages, and extend the on-line
Web service to offer lemmatisers for these. We also
intend to improve the service by enabling user generation of new language models.
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